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SO~ NOTES ON THX DETIZRKtNATION OY THE STICK-FIXED

NEUTR5L POINT FROM ?71ND-TUIWEL Di!.TA.

By Marvin SchuldenfTei

Sulnum!

1’ Two methods are pre$ented ‘for determining the hori-
zontal location of the stick-fixed neutral poiut from
wind-tunnel data. One method involves the solution of a
mathematical equation; whereas the other method is a
graphical solution-for the same mathematical equation; A
method is als”ooincluded for determining the vertical vari-
ation of the neutral point. The combined horizontal and
vertical variation of the neutral point completely describes
the stick-fixed longitudinal stability of airplanes that
have large allowable center-of-gravity shifts.

INTRODUCTION?

The concept of the neutral @oint has been treated in
references 1 to 4, and its usefulness in the analysis of
static longitudinal stability, especially with regard to
the effect of power, has been proved. The determination
of the neutral point from flight data is discussed in ref-
erence 3; whereas reference 4 presents the methods used
with’wind-tunnel date.

The p-resent ‘report offers two simplified methods of
determining the horizontal location of the neutral point
from wind-tunnel data plotted as pitchin~-moment coeffi-
cient Cm againet lift coefficient CL for several

stabilizer-setting tests with the elevator neutral: the
method applies equally well to tests made with various
elevator deflections with the stabilizer setting fixed. A
method is presented for determining th”e vertical variation
of the neutral point. The combined horizontal and vertical
variation completely describes the stick-fixed longitudinal
stability of airplanes that have large allowable center-of-
gravity shifts.
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The neutral point is defined as the location of the

center of gravity of the airplane when the airplane is
trimmed (Cm = O) and when the stick-fixed stability as
measured by dC#dCL about the center of gravity, is

neutral
(2= 0)=

Data obtainedfrom vind-tunnel tests

are usually plotted aq Om against CL for several 6ta-
bilizer settings at a specified center-of-gravity locatiop.
The neutral point may readily be determined from these
data provided the assumption is valid that the rate of
change of the slope of ‘the pitching-moment curve (about a
given e.g. and at a given lift coefficient) is constant
with stabilizer” setting it . !lhat this assumption is valid

is proved in appendix A, in which the slope of the tail
lift curve is assu~ed to be constant, a condition which
usually holds up to the region near the stall of the tail
surface. If the data are obtained for unstalled conditions
of the tail - which can be attained. by proper choice of
stabilizer settings’ - the neutral-point d6termiGations will Q

be valid. The symbols used. in this paper are defined as
..

they occur in the text and are summarized in appendix B.

. .

HORIZONTAL LOCA!?IOU OF NEU!!!BALPOIIJ!I’

Eetkod I

Consider the two ar-oitrary curves of Cm against CL
for different stabilizer settings shown in figwre 1 and

.

suppose that the neutral point of the airplane is to be
determined at some lift coefficient CL

= 1.2. . It is appar-

ent that, at CL = 1.2, the airpla~G is untrimmed (Cm + 0)

for both stabilizer se tin s
{7

dcF: t5Rt , as is general for
power-on conditions, .dcm ; at CL = 1.2 depends upon

,
stabilizer settin . E$ea if ~m were zero, moreover, the

value 02 (dCm/d& would not icdicate how far the, center

of gravity >ight If’em,oved to oltain neutral stability be-
cause, when it is changed to retrim the airplane at a

new center of gravity, the value of

tcJ’c’)x “

is changed. . ‘ .

The value of Cm/CL at CL = 1.2 does represent the ?

distance the center of gravZty may be moved parallel to .“

the model reference line i~ order to balance Cm to zero..

—. . . —.—— . ~ —, _. .
. .. f. >,Y--:. --+,:-,, . . .: :.::: .-. -:”.>..:.- ‘.

,--------- .,. —
,-....::;,-’-”<?:,.’.y,.-.:.y .. -. - _.., -, . .......’‘-,.:”.... .... ... ............. ... . . ..~’..::.:’ ,-..
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This movement also increases the stalility ly an amount
approximately equal to C~/CL, becau’se of the shift in

center of gravity. For each stabilizer curve, therefore,
the center of gTavity for trim (Cm = O) .aniithe stability

about this new center of gravity may be determined.
5’
~
+7 About a new center-of-gravity location Xn such

that

cllJ
‘n=x.- CL

(1)

. .

where x is the origin~l center-of-gravity location in
chords behind the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic
chord, the pitching moment is trim”ed,. (Cm = O), and the

stability about this center of gravity iS

. .

or,giDjWn/:i/:where

therefore,

and

. .

and C~CL are values taken froin the

from fi~ure 1. For neutral stability,

()dCm = Cl@xn “.. ‘

..

(3)

(4) ‘

.
,T.tis hence apparent that, ii ~dCm/dCL~x is plotted

agaiust Cm/ CL for two stabil.izar .settings at a given CL
.,

(fig= 2) , the ‘location of the c nter f gravity for neutral
stab~lity is the point where ? 7dC /dCL,x.\m is equal to Cm/CL;

that is, the neutral point is the point of intersection
between a st”raight line connecting thes
and a line-having the equation (dem~de>~w~ :~~:~~d ::i::~-

ure 2, the neutral potnt is give> in ch~rds forward or
r rearward of t:ne center of gravity about which the data are

given depending upon whether Cm/CL iq positive or negative
at the’ point of intersection,
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If more than two tabilizer curves are availa%le and
the values of

!0

dCm/dCL x against Cm/ CL do not form a

straight line a in fig re 2, a curve must be faired through
the poi ts to determine the intersection with the, line

[)

dGm/dCL x = Cm/CL. In this case, the variation of tail

i.ft wit tail angle of attack is not linear. All the for-
mulas presented herein, however, assume the usual aondition
that all points fa~l on a straight line.

.

. 4,

u

It has been shown that the neutral-point is the solution
of a set of simultaneous equations, which are represented in
Figure 2 by the two straight lines. One line has

t?:;.$?a~l -

as the coordinates of..one point and

as the coordinates of another point.

quation of a line passing through
these point; is

.

(%32-G?.=s
The equation for th~ other line is

.

(5)

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) are solved simultaneously to obtain
an expression for Cm/CL for neutral stability, which is
the equation for the Ustatic marginll specified in refer-
ence 4. Substituting the e~qre~sion for @L ,fo.r .

neutral stability in equation (1) ~ields

~o=x- (7).

..

.

..
.
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where

‘o ‘ location of neutral point , chords behind leeding edge
of mean aerod~namic chord ..

#

Cml untrimmed pitching-moment coefficient at. CL f-or sta-

bilizer setting 1 (measured from Cm = O)

c uutrimmed pitching-moluent ’coefficient at
la= CL for sta-

bilizer setting 2 (m’easured from Cm.= O)

(–)dCm
slope of stabilizer curve-1 at CL (measured from

‘CL 1 horizontal)

&–
d.cm) Slope of stabilizer curve 2, at CL (measured from
CL }E horizontal’) . . . . . -“

..

x center-of-gravity location for: which data are given,
chords “oehind leading edge of ‘mean aerodynamic

. .
chord .

; Method II .. . ..

A <raphical m,qthod of applying the same principles to
‘~ind f~e neutral’”poi.nt may be designated ~ethod of inter-
section of’ tar~gents. It may be skown that, if the tangents
to tvo,oi more sta-oilizer curves at a given 3if-t coeffi-
cient are extended untii they meet (fig. 3), the slope of
the l~:~ie drern back thro’ugh the origin of Cm and Cz
from th,is point of i.ztersection gives the location of the
neutral poict in chords foruard or. rea.rwaTd of the center
of grav~ty .q.~o;+i‘zhich the data are compu%bd. “.. -

. .\
*/,.,..,.

if tx~,:.a’t.$,~,%1.izercur~6s are parallel, as for power-
1

off te,sts,’+k? ~~oi~t of iute.rsect ionwould theoretically
be at %nfin’j.t:~:~,:~d.,th”e ~lope of tkq stabilizer curve its~lf
may ~s’used.’t~~~~-er.mine the neutral -point; this procedure
is customary for tiiri”dmillingor propeller-off test re3ults.

If a tangent can hQ drawn to any stabilizer curve pass-
ing through the origin (Cm= ,0,.CL =-Q), the slope of this

line is the distance of t-he neutral pc.int in chords forward
or rearward of the center of gravity about which the data
are given at the lift coefficient of tangency (fig. 3).
This method has leen mentioned in reference 4 and is a
speciai case of the method of intersection of tangents.
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VERTICAL LOCATION 03’NEUTRAL POINT

.

.,
A

>

After the neutral points have been located along a
horizontal line parallel to the thrust or reference line,
the next step is the determination of the vertical varia-
tion of the neutral point.

If the moments about the center of gravity are trans-
ferred to a center of gravity y chords “below the orig-
inal center of gravity, Cm ~ecomes

c =
mb

c -1-Ccy
‘a

(8)

where subscript b denotes the pitching-moment coefficient
about the lower center of gravity and subscript a, about

the upper center of gravity. Then

G%). = (!%)a + 2 y

where the chord-force coefficient

cc = c~ cog ~ - cL sin ~

or approximately

cc ‘cD- CL &

“and where CD is the drag coefficient.

cmb Cma CD a
—+—y--—

Cy = cL CL 57.3 y

Because

(9) .’
.

Then

(lo)
—

dCc dCD a dc@L

q
.%. ‘-CL—

57.3 57.3

.

..
.

.
.
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and

dCC dCD

–=---c%%) - ‘dCL dGL

Equation (9) then becomes

If these values of d~~dCL and CtiCL are substi-
tuted in equation (7), a new neutral point may be determined
horizontally at a center of gravity y chords telow the
original center of gravity. Subtracti~g from this location
of the neutral point the location of the original neutral
point gives the horizontal change in neutre.1 point Lx for
a vertical center-of-gravity shift y. The expression may
he shown to he

where

a angle of attack at given CL, degrees

ato
angle of attack for zero lifti deg~ees

and where CD/ CL and dCD/dCL are taken at the given CL

and are essentially independent of stabilizer setting.
The directions in which Ax and y are measured are
shown in figure 4. .

. .
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Equation (12) may, Of course, be avoided by transfer-

ring the data vertically (mathematically) to another center
.,

of gravity, plotting the results, determining neutral
points along the new level, and thus establishing two points
in the chart (fig. ~) through which the neutral-point linO

may be drawn. “t

If the method of intersection of tangents illustrated
in figure 3 has been used to determine the neutral point,
equation (12) may he” simplified thus:

Let C be the ordinate and abscissa of

the point of intersection of the tangents at any CL - .

“;:r$i~r?~-~+?” :—=
Y

l?rom fi~ure 4,

and

Cm Cm
2 1

—— - .—

.,

-1

. dCm

(–)

cm - Cmp
.2 ————=

dcL ~ cL - c ~p

h%btracting gives

(1 - <!~ = ~{+

-1

.

,.
,

.

.

,
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and

cm - cm
a 1

CL - CL;
= ——

Cma - cm
1.

,.

CL= -—. .
CL - CL

P

If equation (14) is then
(13), equation. (13):bebomes ..

.

. . . .-

(14)

.

.. .

substituted in equation

,.

dcD j)a aLo

(
CD a—- —’

dCL ,)—–-K —-—
57.3 T 57.3 CL 53.3 -

(15)
.&= ——
Y ii-g. . . ..

It is s~en that only one slope “dCD/dCL’ must .be determined

graphically to find the neutral-point variation with verti-
cal movement of the center of ..gravity.. : .

When the power effect is small or, in any case, when
the Ca-curves are parallel, the point of intersection is
at infinity and CLP = -CO. Because K goes to zero,

equation (15) simplifies to.

&=%-?_ at..
Y dCL 5’7.3”‘“‘5=

(16)

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic,

Langley Yield, Va.
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APPENDIX .A

“\

.
,

The variation. of the slope of the pitching-moment
curve may be shown to be constant with stabilizer set-
ting provided the slope of the tail lift curve is constant.
The proof follows: - ‘

I

If the pitching-moment coefficient of the airplane
about ita center of gravity is given in terms of the
pitching-moment coefficient with tail off and the pitching-
moment coefficient contr’i%u%ed by the tail,

cm’= Cmo + ACm

or

‘CL qt
c==cmo ’vat———

% qo

which may be rewritten as

dcL qt ‘ dCL qt
cm = Cmo -v(a-c)——- Vtt — —

‘% qo ,. dat q.
.

..”
where

..

cm. pitching=moment coeffic.jeni, tail off

ACn pitching-moment coefficient contributed by tail

,,. . . . . .

s bing area

Z% tail arm
‘..

c mean aerodynamic-chord “ .., .,

(17)

at angle of attack of horizontal tail with respect to
“relative wind at tail, degrees

.
.

.

.

,
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e an~le of downnash at tail with respect to ‘andisturhed
stream, degrees

dcLt

dut
slope of tail lift curve, per degree

:,

A qt,tqo d~~amic pressure at tail with respect to free-stream
dynamic pressure

Equation (17) may be differentiated with respect to
CL to give

.,

dCm / dCm
& . .,

“0

“Lqo ~VdcLqt da dc—=
dCL i~ ( )

-V(a-c)—— —— —-—
d% dCL d~t q. dCL dCL

o

qt
dCL ‘~

-Vit—— (la)
dct dCL

At a given. CL, ‘all values in equation (18) are

fi.xet!except the value of it. .The expr-ession at a given
CL then becomes

or

dc~ ~
—=
dCL 4 - C3 it . (19)

nhere the Cls are constants. Differentiating equatioa
(19) with respect to it gives - . ~

. .

1

(20)



,.

which indicates that the rate of change of slope dCm/dCL

is constant with chqnge in it if the slope of the tail

lift curve is cons%ant.

It may also be noted, by a similar procedure, that

.

“1

.
,

dCm

zg = - C5 (21)

It is then appareut that a plot of dCm/dCL against Cm

or against Cm/ CL will be a straight line at a given CL

for various values of it,

cm pitching-moment coefficient

CL lift coefficient

.

88 eleyator ’deflection ~ith respect to stabilizer chord
line, degrees (positive vith T.3. dowa)

it a~gle of inciaence of stabilizer (stabilizer setting)
with respect to horizontal reference line of models
degrees (nositive with T.E. down)

(dcJdcLslope of curve of Cm against CL at any CL

and stabilizer setting for center of gravity
at x

x original center-of-gravity location shout which data
are given, chords behind leading edge of mean
aerodynamic chord

Xn new center-of-gravity location about which Cm = 0, 4

chords behind leading edge of mean aerodynamic chord “

~o locat+on of neutral point, chords behind leading edge” t
of xnean-rodynamic ahord

-,. :., - . ... . .. ,..-::,, ..+... ..... .......: ,.-:_... ,, ‘-. .. .; -. ‘.-.:.:...-<y,...y-:-..:.?: ‘“.’:.y :..-... ..> .,.”-’ .. .. .. .. . . ..-.’.”.
‘.4~:’:.. ,, ; f: : =---

‘.. .!.:.. -7-... . . .-. ,..-. ... . .... ... ...
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(“J’A
~ (%d%)l

: (’CJ’CJ*

slope of curve of Cm agaiust

ter of gravity at xn

slope of stabilizer curve 1 at
ured from horizontal)

slope of stabilizer curve 2 at
ured from horizontal)

13

CL for cen-

‘. (meas-

‘L
(meas-

Cm untrimmed pitching-moment coefficient at CL for
.
L

stabilizer setting 1 (measured from Cm = O)

‘Da ‘untrimmed pitching-moment coefficient at CL for

“ stabilizer setting 2 (measured .from Cm = O)

Cilia pitching-momeqt coefficient at original center-of-
gravity levOl for ,a given set- of conditions (C%t,.
c etc.) ... . .
m~s . . .

Cmb c trs.nsferred vertically (with respect to horizon-
‘s ~ . ‘:tal.“reference line o’f.model-).to a lower

. . . center of gravity ..’”

(d%ide$a fllOPe.Of curve a% Cya :“’

(dc~f’’c.)b “’ : ~ ~ “‘
slope of curve at cmb . .

c’ chord-force coefficient (CD cos ct- CL Sin ~)

CD drag coefficient

3 vertical center-of-gravity movement, chords downward
from original center of gravity

a angle of attack of horizontal reference line of model,
degrees

q o angle of attack for zeno lift, degrees

‘,~/”L rate of change of drag coefficie~t with lift
coefficient

Ax horizontal change in neutral point for a vertical
shift in center of gravity of Y chords, chords -
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2

c CLP coordinates of point of intersection of tangents
.

‘P ‘ to 8 series of stabilizer curves at a given
cl .
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